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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to develop a model for worldwide
cloud cover using a satellite data set containing infrared radiation
measurements. Other cloud models exist [1-3]. These early cloud
models used primarily ground-based cloud observations. The satellite
data set containing Day IR, Night IR, Incoming, and Absorbed solar
radiation measurements on a 2.5-degree latitutde-longitude grid
covering a 45 month period of record has recently become available.
There was originally a 2-year period of similar data on an _C grid.
The first step was to convert these infrared data to estimates of
cloud cover. The statistical dnalysis of classification of cloud
region characteristics was then performed.
There are several reasons for desiring a cloud model based on
satellite data. The ground-based data are much more limited in scope.
Some fairly large areas of the world have either no data or very
sparse data, and models using ground-based observations necessitate
a number of assumptions, including on occasion that a region is
essentially like its antipodal location. A good worldwide cloud
cover model is needed for the purpose of studying the relationshipf
i between cloudiness, precipitation, and the Earth radiation budget.
t CONVERSIONOF SATELLITEIR MEASUREMENTSTO CLOUDCOVER, " A major initial task was to derive cloud cover estimates from
|
the satellite infrared data. The method used in this investigation
follows the suggestions obtained through personal communications with
Thomas I. Gray, Jr. [4]. i
Albedo is defined as the reflective power, or the fraction of
incident light that is reflected by a surface or body. Included in
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2the satellite data are the amount, of incoming solar radiation, lin , and
the amount of absorbed solar radiatio,, lab. The satellite observed
albedo A, is estimated by
^ = (i - lab)/] (])." in in
If the Earth's surface absorbed all solar radiation, then the cloud
cover might be taken s'mply as I min,s albedo (assuming also that
: clouds reflect all solar radiation). Different parts of the Earth's
surface, however, have differing radiances. For example, the albedo
of the ocean is approximately 5 percent (q5 percent of the solar
radiation being absorbed), while th,'Sahara desert reflects approxi-
mately 40 percent of the solar I"a,li at ion reachi.g it.
To determine clo.d cover, we .,_'eded to obtain tile. background
radiation of the region of the Earth -f interest. To do this, for a
, given season and a spee'ified Iocatio.. we calculated A from equation
(1) for every day of a seaso, a.d observed the minim.m valne, Amin"
This minimum value shonld occ.r .n I!., day of least (hopefully near
zero) cloud cover. If r is the rell*'ct.mct, of the cl._uds and x is
the fraction of cloud cover, titan the I,asiL" formula may be written as ;
A = x :","I (l-x) '_"A
: mi It
: from which we have the fraction ol _'loud L-over, x, as: -_
' A-A .
m,.. (2)
. X = "
_'_ m, I| '
"I
_: This formula req.tres a knowledAe .I r which varies.
"*_ A way to estimate the"cloud rt,lle('tam'er, is by observing the .
- difference between the Earth's snrla_'e temperature and the tempera-
ture equivalent of the satellite-oh_erved ,laytisw infrared readln$
(denoted by IRD). The radiance of the ]R D by Stefan's law is equal
?
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to 5.75 x I0 "8 T4 (watts/m2), where T is the temperature equivalent
in degrees Kelvin. Putting z = (surface temperature - T), (units
degree Kelvin), the following relationship has been observed:
r = -0.000265z 2 + 0.0295z + 0.I0. (3)
A surface temperature of 30° C for latitudes within 25 degrees of the
equator and -5 ° C for latitudes within 25 degrees of the pole was
used. Interpolations were used for intermediate latitudes.
Using this method, the proportion of cloud cover was calculated
for each day of the year over the 4-year period covering the entire
globe. We considered the data for the four seasons separately, and
we developed a separate cloud cover model for Winter, Spring, Summer,
and Fall, where Winter consists of the months December, January,
and February, etc.
Because this investigation is based on derived cloud cover
estimates and may be subject to criticism, it is noted that ground-
based cloud observations are also estimates as well as cloud cover
obtained by satellite photography. We make this conjecture: Those
variables which are not well defined in the IR to cloud cover
conversion procedure will have small contributions to climatic model-
ling of the clouds over the entire season. For a specific day and
area the preceding procedure may not be entirely satisfactory for
synoptic cloud cover analysis. It should be noted that because of
. ! the orbit of the TIROS satellite the estimates in the near polar
-!
:! . regions are degraded somewhat.
, A PROBABALISTIC HODEL FOR CLOUD COVER
i The proportion of cloud cover over any grid square is a rsnd_ :
variable which has some probability distribution associated with it.t
I Falls [3] found that the distribution could be used toBeta represent
_ '
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4the probability distribution of the proportion of cloud cover.
Henderson-Sellers [5] has also found the Beta distribution useful as i
l
a model for the probability distrib.tion of the proportion of cloud i
cover. The Beta probability density functiou with parameters a and
b is given by:
a-I (1 - x) b'lr(a + b) x
f(x) = iTS)T(b_
for 0 _ x _g 1, a > O, b > 0
i.
The Beta probability density functio, can ass.me a variety of 1
T _
shapes. It can be moond shaped, U-shaped, or J-shaped _'ith varying i_
amounts of skewness. Table 1 shows tile relatio.ship between the a
and b parameters and the shape of the freqm,ncy cinrve.
TABLE 1: Shapes of the Beta t'robability Density Function
For Differe.t a and b Parameters
" Sh__al,e ........ Parameters
Ho.nd a > ! b > 1
J a_ 1 b< !
Reverse J a < 1 h > 1
U a< 1 b< 1 ":
Uniform (0,1) a = 1 b = 1 :
The question arises as to how well the Beta distribution actually ',i
fits the cloud cover data at hand. T_ a.swer this question we first
h-
t_
estimated the a and b parameters using the method of moments. These t-
!:
estimates are given by I
A !,'_b = (] - x) Ix (1 - _) - s2)/s2 ':,
:::. a=_bl(l -i)
where x is the sample mean proporti,m of cloud cover, and s2 is the " I
- sample variance of the proportion _1" cloud cover. Nextt we
constructed histograms for the cloud cover at several grid locations.
A 8rid location was selected at ran,los from latitude circles 12.5 °
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apart beginning with 50 ° N latitude and extending to 62.5 ° S latitude.
A histogram was constructed for each selected location on the basis
of the cloud cover data for the Winter quarter (December, January,
February) for the four years of data. Each of the histograms were
constructed on the basis of approximately 350 cloud cover values.
The corresponding Beta curves are shown superimt,,,sed on the histo-
grams in Figures 1 - 2. i
!
t,
i.
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A WORLD WIDE CLOUD COVER HODEL U,'_INGTIIE )_ETADISTRIBUTION
The (a,h) parameters of the Beta distribution give a good deal
of information about the cloud cover characteristics of a given
location as illustrated in the previous tahle and figures. Thus,
we used the estimated parameters (a,b) in ,h,termining regions of
homogeneous cloud cover.
As a first step, it i:; instruvtive to consider the frequency
histograms of the calculated (a,b) values for each of the four
seasons. There are i0,224 grid i,olnt,,_ ow.r the globe, and each grid
point has an (a,h) pa)r associated with It ior each season. The
• 4 ^
Jt
following frequency histograms (F_gure.; 3-()) of th,' 10,224 (a,h)
pairs Rive some indicatl,n ol whet,, the i).lrameter pairs are falling
I
in the (a,b) plane.
1 ....
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Figure 3: Winter Frequency Ilistogram for Global (a,b) Values
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Figure 6: Spring Fre,l,..,,,.y II,st,,_r..,, for Global (.),b) Values
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Figure 6: F.311 Frt.qm.m'y Illst,,_:r,m l,_r t;Iol)a! (a,h) Values
The numbers ill tile above I reqiit,iiL'y h l:_tograms india'.ire how really
A A
(a,b) parameters over the ciliate 141ohl" lall ill thc specific" block.
For exaIpie, there are 644 (;i,b) p.llrs ltl_,b.illy ._ut'h that
1.0 < a _ 1.5 and b > 5.0 in the l_llli,.r qilalier.
The 36 regions in the (a,b) pI.m- Irolp the freqiiency histograln
for ll]obai (a,ll) va]ue_ form a basis lot d_'terminillg homogeneous
cloud cover regions. Grid point._ oil the globe whii'h have (apb)
paralseters falling in the same bh, k have vi.ry similar cloud cover
characteristics. This conc.-pt leads t_ a preliminary riolld cover
model. Each grid point on the globe i_ a,_signed to one of 36 groups
depending on the block in which (a.b) falls. A FORTRAN program uas
used to label each grid point with i) - q or A - Z depending on _he
! group the grid point fell into. These labels were printed in a
rectangular array _intaini,lg the latitude and longitude position oi
i
each poLnt. This procedure results i. a _,p o, the _}ohe containing
a large number of contiguous regio.s _hich hay.. th, :_._e nasic cloud
covet" characteristics. The resulti.g _ps ;,re sinew, in Figures 7-10
-_ -- II
i
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with global maps superimposed. Tlwse maps have been simplified by
combining several of the 36 blocks and n'codi,g tile ,naps. Tile
recoded maps are shown ill Figures 15-18. The key for the original
and maps is given in Figure 11. Tl_e key for the recoded maps is
given in Figure 12.
U V W X Y Z
5
0 P Q R S T
I J K L H N
......
C D E F G II
6 7 8 q A B
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 5 .0 .5 2.0 2.5
[ Figure , l: Code for Original !lomogeneous Cloud Cover Regions Hap
'ine maps may be interpreted according to the distributional charac- ::
teristics of the various regions. Typical Beta frequency curves for
- the 9 recoded regions are g,ven in Figures 13-14.
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Figure 12: Key For Recoded Hon_geneous Cloud Cover Re_ions Hap :-
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Figure 13: Typical Beta Curves for
Speciffed Regions in the
(a,b) Plane
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Figure 14: Typl(,aI Beta Curves for Specified
Regions in the (a,b) Plnne
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WORLD WIDE CLOD_ CO_R MODEL USING MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION CONTOUR
LINES
One may wish to determine mean and standard deviation of the
proportion of cloud cover at any given location. To do this we have
developed contour maps which give the mean or standard deviation.
The methodology is similar to that used to determine homogeneous
cloud cover regions. We first calculated the mean and standard
deviation of cloud cover for each grid point for a particular season.
To obtain d contour map for the mean cloud cover for a particular
season we used v FORTRANprogram to print the first digit of the
mean cloud cover for each grid point on the globe maintaining the
latitude and longitude position. Contour lines were then traced on
a transparent map overlaying the printoct. Separate maps were
constructed in the same way for the standard deviation of cloud cover.
These maps are shown in Figures 19-26.
The maps in Figures 19-26 may be used as a general guide to
the cloud cover characteristics for any place on the globe. Also,
the mean and standard deviation of the proportion of cloud cover
obtained from these maps may be t_sed (in the absence of the previously
given maps in Figures 7-10) to obtain estimates for the parameters
(a,b) in the Beta distribution.
, CONCLUSIONSAND RECOHHENDATIONS
The current cloud cover model illustrates a useful objective !
.
- methodology for cloud cover classification. The developed maps can
be useful for those who need some information regarding the cloud
cover characteristics for any particular location on the globe.
This is particularly useful in that the practicing climatologist can
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obtain a great deal of cloud cover inf,,rmation without going through
large volumes of data.
There are problems with the current cloud cover model. The
most obvious of these is the lack of ,lata. To make a good climato-
logical model a reasonably long record length is required. The
satellite data available for this study comprise approximately 44
months. This is sufficient lor some model development, but a longer
period of record would be desirable. Also0 temporal persistence
cuts down on the actual number of in,h, pew lent cloud cover observa-
tions. Another problem is that the cloud cover Ilsed in the model
is derived. This is not to say thai tile cloud cover values used
are not accurate, but the derived clotid cover should be compared
with some indepemlently observed cloud cow.r, tt should be noted
. that any type of cloud cover measureom,nt will have some degree of
error associated with it.
The topic of error analysis in the _,stimation of the parameters
(a,b) was not covered for several reasons. There are several types
of errors which made the problem quite complex. First, as previously
mentioned, there is an unknown error component in the derived cloud
cover itself which amy vary from place to place. Also, there is
error in recorded satellite m_asnreawnts. The cloud cover values
have a teuporal correlation which ,s not fully known. The short
d. -
_ length of the record certatnly contributes to the error (the degree
J: of error depends on the temporal persistence of cloud cover and the '
!
long term cyclic behavior of clond cover). Another factor it that ,i_
I,
the satellite measurements were taken for a given grid location at iL
!
the same time each day. !
i•
¢
V
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It is worth remarking that even w_h the above-mentioned erlors,
it is still possible to use the data at hand to classify areas of the
globe into homogeneous cloud cover regions. The methodology is sound,
and the presently developed models should give a good overall picture
of global cloud cover characteristics.
The above comments lead to three major recommendations. First,
$
the derived cloud cover should be verified using some independent
|
' measurements. Second, spatial and temporal persistence of cloud
cover need to be investigated. Third, the model should be updated
with a longer length record.
Q
t
?
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